2010 f150 transmission leak

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F The contact owns a
Ford F The contact stated the unoccupied vehicle began to roll while parked on a level surface
and crashed into a wooden fence. A police report was filed. The vehicle sustained minor
damage to the front end and was towed to an authorized dealer where it was currently being
diagnosed and repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 20, We were driving in the
staunton, va area at approximately 70 mph where the rear wheels on my F immediately locked
up. I had the vehicle towed to a local Ford dealership, and with the help of Ford techs, they feel
the issue was the transmission immediately dropped from 6th gear down to 1st gear. With a
worse outcome. I feel this is a huge safety issue, and we were lucky we didn't get into a more
serious accident. Now I have a vehicle that I don't know I feel safe in, and Ford seems to feel
there isn't an issue, but I see numerous posts on the internet of similar situations. Should Ford
be doing more to ensure their customers are safe in their vehicles, or should I just find another
truck that is safer?. The contact stated that while driving 65 mph, both rear tires seized. As a
result, the vehicle jerked and skidded on the road. The vehicle also stalled, but later restarted.
The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer and the diagnostic test indicated that the
transmission placed the vehicle into two gears simutamelously. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The vehicle was repaired. The failure mileage was 21, and the current
mileage was 23, Started vehicle in park, on flat ground inside of garage, emergency brake
applied, exited vehicle, left drivers door open, walked to passenger side, opened the door, heard
a pop sound, vehicle began going in reverse, drug door down garage wall, door caught, got
folded back to front panel, hole the size of door clear through the garage wall, broke garage
door framing, tried to jump into truck to stop it, when door flung back knocked me to the ground
and truck ran over my foot, son heard noises ran outside and was able to run across the street
and stop truck within a foot of hitting neighbors house. Truck door destroyed, front quarter
panel destroyed, garage wall, inside and out, garage door framing destroyed, and bruised
swollen foot. I purchased this truck new December Its first problem was that on three separate
occasions it stalled and died approaching a red light. I took it in and the tech reprogrammed the
engine. I didn't have a problem for a month until today. Todays problem scared the crap put of
me. I was cruising down the road at 70 mph when my truck shifted down from 6th gear to 1st. I
fish tailed and almost lost it. I was going down a hill, it wasn't a very steep decline. My truck
while cruising and going down hills usually shifts down one gear acting like an engine break to
keep my speed from increasing. Today it went right from 6 to 1. Thank god no one was behind
me or they would have plowed me. I got pulled over and started my engine, everything was fine.
I drove for a little while longer and pulled over called roadside assist and had it towed to my
local dealership. I purchased a Ford because they are supposed to be safe and dependable. The
truck has miles on it. Often times so hard it chips the tires. On wet roads this will cause you to
lose control. Transmission also shutter at 30 mph. Ford claims this is normal operation of this
transmission. There is no fix for the problem. Transmission is in f and expeditions. In stop and
go traffic vehicle often lurches forward. Eventually will cause minor crashes unless one drives
with extreme care. Ford blogs are full of similar complaints, yet dealer says there are no
problems. My Ford F transmission "slams" between gears. Ford is aware of this problem but
alleges that it cannot do anything until the software issue is repaired. The transmission slams
between gears, at times the 4 wheel drive seems to engage when going around a corner. This
issue concerns me as if the 4 wheel drive locks up I could either lose steering control or stop
dead in the middle of the road. Ford is not concerned but I am very concerned. The contact
stated that while driving 5 mph the vehicle jerked forward and began to vibrate. The failure
recurred on an intermittent basis while driving at various speeds. The vehicle was taken to a
dealer on two occasions where they were unable to diagnose the failure. The computer system
within the vehicle was repaired, but the failure continued. The vehicle was not taken back to be
repaired again. The approximately failure mileage was 4, The VIN was unavailable. While sitting
on a hill, the vehicle rolled backwards. After rolling more than one foot down the hill, the engine
stalled so the contact applied the brakes, shifted into park and restarted the vehicle. The
problem had not occurred before. The vehicle was taken to the dealership but no repairs were
performed. The current mileage was approximately 3, The failure mileage was approximately 1,
The dealer stated everything was normal. I have a 5. It lags in acceleration between 1st and 2nd
gear shifts,has done this since the day I bought it new,it has presently 7,kms on it. Car
Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic
Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem
5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic
Transmission problem 8. Automatic Transmission problem 9. Automatic Transmission problem
Other Power Train related problems of the Ford F Power Train problems Power Train problems.

Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Fluid Leaking problems.
Driveshaft problems. Transmission Not Engage problems. Automatic Transmission Control
Module problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Vehicle Shudder problems.
Transmission Stuck In Gear problems. Transmission Noise problems. Differential Unit
problems. Five problems related to transmission fluid leaking have been reported for the Ford F
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F Takata recall. When
pulling out into traffic on a very busy highway as the on coming traffic speed limit is 50mph, I'm
pulling out on the highway with a safe distance between cars on this busy road as I accelerated
my f fx4 super crew cab "with my family in the truck I might add" the truck just down shifts and
it slams me and my family forward "like I hit a tree going 30mph" the truck shuts off completely
and a symbol of a wrench pops up on the dashboard. With no power steering, no power breaks,
no way to safely move the truck off the road at this point due to the traffic I was trying to avoid
was passing me going at least 50mph almost getting rear ended by several cars and semi
trucks, I push the flashers on and pray that nothing bad happens and coast until the truck
finally comes to a stop after about seconds. I get out of the truck after the group of vehicles
pass by and inspected to see if the engine or transmission was blown up or leaking fluid and
nothing at this point so I'm stressed out because my family and I could have very well died and
there is no proof of this when I restarted the truck no symbols was present when inspected by a
mechanic. I keep telling the mechanic that it has no power any more, it sooooo sluggish I can't
even drive the truck much anymore, only on short trips to the store. We had to cancel or
vacation and cancel the purchase of a camper for our vacation. I'm sorry but if Ford was a real
symbol of safety and security of its owners this would have never happened in the first place.
This needs to be fixed ASAP!!!. Noticed a fluid leak when vehicle was parked in driveway.
Discovered it was red transmission fluid coming from the top of the transmission. The electrical
plug to the transmission is wet. The truck is babied and very lightly used with only 19, miles on
it. National highway traffic safety administration. After coming home from a week of business
travel, my neighbor came over to inform me that my f fx4 with the 5. After checking under the
truck I looked under the hood for the transmission oil dip stick so I could check the fluid level.
To my surprise, there is no transmission oil dip stick. Well obviously if there is a leak, there is a
problem and there is no way to add fluid to prevent an failure issue. I then contact a dealer near
my georgia home and took it in for service. This is outrageous. From my search, there are
thousands of people reporting this issue. Since the transmission could leak until it doesn't have
enough fluid to make it work properly, thus causing drivability issues. I would think this should
be considered a safety issue and be a recall, not just a TSB. Therefore, I'm writing you this email
to advise you of this issue incase you are not aware of it. Car Problems. Transmission Fluid
Leaking problem 1. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem 2. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem
3. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem 4. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem 5. Other Power
Train related problems of the Ford F Power Train problems Power Train problems. Automatic
Transmission problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Driveshaft
problems. Transmission Not Engage problems. Automatic Transmission Control Module
problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Transmission
Stuck In Gear problems. Transmission Noise problems. Differential Unit problems. Worried
about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon
odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three
repairs. To see how frequently Ford F problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See
most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 48 repair trips.
The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair
trips that include maintenance. Entire rear axle assembly was replaced. Repaired under
warranty per Ford bulletin. Also, engagement into 4x4 was rougher then usual and when
returning to 2x4 mode, there would be heavy whining and vibration for an extended period of
time. Per research on the internet, the vacuum hub actuating system was checked. Determined
the actuators themselves on both the left and right side of the vehicle were at fault. Replaced
with genuine Ford actuators. But the plug had dipstick broken off, and the connection was
leaking. This was the source of the trans leak that the repair shop misdiagnosed. I looked-up the
symptoms on the web and this seemed the most likely problem. It has fixed the problem.
Replaced the fluid and added friction modifier per previous recommendation from dealer.
Unfortunately problem persists. Was due to lack of grease in the universal joint between the two
parts of driving shaft. The intermittent sound went back to the shop twice. Originally I thought
the sound had come from repair on the cv boot but the shop thought otherwise. They change
the bearing but the sound returned. The sound appeared to disappear when you engaged the
four wheel drive. In the end it was determined that when the shop did the cv boot they

inadvertently broke the seal on the four wheel drive system on the passenger side. No cost to
me to fix the seal as it was their error. Driveshaft was observed to be vibrating. Driveshaft
replaced under warranty. Vibration solved. Replaced the driveshaft. Broken vacuum harness
that controls the automatic locking hubs for the 4wd. Replaced harnesses and hubs. It appears
that the vacuum harnesses was broken by an oil change shop when they were checking the
fluid in the front differential. U-Joint wearing abnromally and needed to be replaced. Software
update, no charge. Parts included connector, pan gasket, replacement transmission fluid.
Mechanic discovered a slight leak at the pinion seal. Scheduled a time for repair the following
week. Pinion seal was replaced. Dealer lubed connecting shafts and put 2 clamps on the shafts.
All warranty work. Also the slip yoke was again lubed with heavy grease to eliminate the
"slip-bump" on take off. Transmission bulb head connector was leaking and gasket was
replaced. Sometimes needs replacement of the yoke with a chrome one in the spline area. I'm
sure they will say it needs to be lubed with a special lube that onkly Ford has. This seems to be
a problem in the 's. Lost 5th gear and metal throughout. Took to dealer hoping Ford would help
with the cost of the repair. After 12 days, Ford said no help. Now at trans shop waiting for
re-manufactured transmission to be installed. The dealer found a code that said "turbine shaft
speed discrepancy" caused the light. I had them cancel the code and it has not happened again.
Started in park ok, stalled when put into D or R. Truck ran for 2 weeks.. TSB called for overhaul
of Main control valve. See TrueDelta's information for all Pickups. See TrueDelta's information
for all Ford models. Truck exhibited a constant whining noise and slight vibration from the front
end while driving. Need to flush transmission fluid. Bulkhead connector o-ring failure. Limited
slip differential continues to cause vibration when accelerating from a turn. Shifting from 1st to
2nd and 2nd to 1st is hard. A rubbing sound from the passenger side occurred after having a cv
boot replaced on the front driver side. Tsb performed to lube the two piece driveshaft slip joints
to eliminate clunk on takeoff. Replaced rear differential clutch pack due to excessive grab when
cornering. Vibration between kph. Bad bearing in driveshaft. Transmission shifting hard around
40mph, fixed per Ford TSB. A "bulkhead" connector developed a leak necessitating removal of
the pan, to access the offending part. Oil leaking at output shaft seal for rear driveshaft. Remove
driveshaft and install new seal. Took truck in to the dealer for oil change and tire rotation. Two
piece driveshaft free play causing clunk on downshifts and "slipping feeling" on takeoff from
stop. Fix may or may not hold up over time. Install shim kit to correct driveshaft angle.
Transmission pan gasket was leaking and was replaced. Regrease yolk joint to prevent binding.
Again driveshaft acting like it had slack in it and it was lubed again. Again the drive shaft ia
acting like it has slack in it. Transmission failed. A transmission leak is a big deal. If you let too
much transmission fluid leak, the transmission will begin to slip , which can quickly cause long
term damage. Unlike oil, transmission fluid is flammable, and will flash if it hits the exhaust
manifold. If it is leaking there usually out the dipstick it should be dealt with immediately.
Thankfully, this scenario usually happens only while towing or if the transmission has been
overfilled. If your F is slowly leaking transmission fluid from the pan directly onto the ground,
the transmission leak is as serious as when it leaks onto the exhaust. You should still deal with
it right away. The transmission pan takes a lot of abuse over the years. It is always low and
close to the road. Eventually a rock or other type of road hazard can damage it to the point that
is no longer sealed. The transmission gasket is another point where the transmission can leak a
lot of fluid in a short amount of time. The gasket can get brittle with enough time and heat
applied to it. If the torque converter has developed a crack or has internal damage, transmission
fluid will leak from it. There are lines that connect your transmission to the radiator. They allow
the transmission fluid to be cooled off. If these lines get damaged in anyway, your F is going to
leak transmission fluid. Finding the leak in the line can be tricky. Look at the lowest point, the
ATF will pool and drip from there. There are many seals inside the transmiss
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ion that keep the transmission fluid pressurized within it. This is last on the list, since you
should check all of the external places that a transmission can leak first. When the transmission
fluid level gets too low the transmission will begin to slip. This is due to the transmission fluid
also being a lubricant and acting as a coolant as well. Once you take away the lubricant and you
let the transmission overheat, it begins to wear at an incredibly fast rate, and will soon not work
at all. Enough transmission fluid leaking anywhere can be dangerous. A little leak now will often
become a big problem later. Do yourself a favor and have it fixed. If there is anything you would
like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Also, look at the drain plug bolt if
applicable. Is it loose or stripped? Line Issue There are lines that connect your transmission to

the radiator. Bad Seals There are many seals inside the transmission that keep the transmission
fluid pressurized within it.

